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below, I assisted the dogs clown as they were farced over
much against their will-by the doctor and Jens. Then the 
doctor, exhibiting great strength, lowered the sledge, with its 
light load, to the same leve!. J ens appearcd to have lost his 
head. The dogs stood trembling and would not move. I 
took Redeye, the leading dog and the first to cross bad places, 
under my arm and tried to drag thc others along. The 
doctor was pushing the full weight of the sledge and Jens was 
urging the dogs. The latter could not keep their traces from 
being caught upon the ice and I dropped Redeye to clear the 
lines. The intelligent brute had now gained confidence and 
began picking her own way. I next seizcd Howler, a dog 
near at hand, and in this way-the doctor propelling the 
sledge from behind and J ens and I clearing the lines and 
dragging the dogs-we succeeded in reaching the other side 
to a ledge that gave me a secure faoting, with the dogs ali 
around me, but the sledge with the doctor was still on dan
gerous ground and no time was to be lost. I had an open 
knife in my teeth with which to cut the dogs clear should they 
become inextricably entangled, and it now came in use in 
clearing the lashing of 1;he sledge. Jens unloosed the dos-s, 
and, pulling them past me, they filed one by one up the shp
pery steps which the rocks and projections of ice in the wall 
afforded. From the top the animals looked clown on us with 
scared faces, some of them whining piteously. With great 
difficulty I fallowed them, but when part of the way up I dis
lodged a large piece of ice which, striking me in the stomach, 
carried me sprawling to the lower leve!, but fartunately not 
falling on me. 

"Another attempt was more successful. I carried the seal
skin thong, and, reaching the top, pulled up, one by one, the 
different articles that comprised our load and which the doctor 
and J ens made fast to the other end. They next, after ali the 
load was safe, fastened the line to the sledge and joined me on 
the top of the ice-faot when the sledge was pulled up after 
them. It was ten A. M. While crossing we were so absorbed 
as not to notice the motion of the ice, but I think it must have 
stopped swinging far a moment, held by the pressure of the 
pack, as we were strangely free from the falling blocks which 
were in motion when we started across. Be that as it may, 
our passage was very propitious, far as soon as we could look 
about from our new and safe vantage ground we faund the 
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pack still moving out with a great noise from the terrible grind
ing and friction. It appeared to touch only at one point and a 
short distance in the bay. At Cape Henry's outward point 
we could see the open water boiling and eddying with the 
tide which sweeps around this prominent point with great 
rapidity. W e knew the appearance of the particular floe on 
which we had encamped, and soon gota view of our tent, but 
it was much farther out than we expected. The swinging of 
the great pack was carrying it out quite rapidly. N otwith
standing our safety, it was not pleasant to see our only shelter, 
and with it ali our provisions, equipments and hopes of 
reaching the 'highest,' receding from our view on the frozen 
ocean. 

"It was a great disappointment. We had succeeded in 
advancing our provisions and outfit to a point which promised 
us at least the satisfaction of attaining a higher latitude than 
ever befare reached. Of course this would have been but 
a barren victory, far we knew that the terrible character of the 
ice befare us would not permita sufficient distance to be made 
to solve the question of presence of land to the north, and we 
knew that our experience would only add to the opinion of 
our predecessors-that the frozen ocean cannot be traversed 
by sledges, and of course not at ali. Our hardest work was 
over, the coldest temperature past, and to be stopped so near 
the end of our journey was not pleasant. When, however, 
we looked down on the seething black water that separated 
us from the field of our labors we could not den y that we were 
fartunate in escaping when we did. W e have nothing more 
to do with an attempt to get north; nothing remains but to 
return to the station. So states my sledge journal, and we 
looked about for a passage around the cape. W e faund it 
practicable-very rough, ?ut our sledge was now_ very _lig~t, 
and it was better than gomg up the bay and crossmg F1eldm 
Peninsula. 

"Satisfied with the outlook, we returned to the sledge, melted 
r.ome ice, and hitching up started far View Point, where our 
first cache of provisions was, and which we must reach befare 
we could get a mea!. We arrived at View Point at 11 P. M. 

The temperature was 49º at the time, and in fact the weather 
had been comparatively warm after the open water occurred. 
This made our first sleep in the bags without shelter very 
pleasant. Next day, April 24th, we made another long step 
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homeward. The ice seemed fast in Marco Polo Bay, so we 
started across for Harley's Spit. It soon beaan to snow 
thickly. We feared losing our way in the blinclino- drift, and 
camping on the ice was out of the question. The ~ind in our 
faces was so biting that we could hardly advance ao-ainst it. 
The dogs could with difficulty be prevented from" turning 
around. Our progress was slow, and I cannot recollect hav
ing had a more difficult march during our whole trip. After 
ten hours of such travelling we reached our old camping
ground at Harley's Spit. On the evening of April 26th we 
~ere ~gain at our sn?w-~ouse on Lincoln Bay, our old depot. 
W e d1d not find the ice m the straits disturbed after leaving 
Black Cape. W e found the snow-house drifted ful!, which 
gave us sorne trouble to make it habitable. We spent the 
27th until evening in wandering about Lincoln Bay and look
ing for a passage in the interior which Dr. Pavy thought 
would connect with the valley of W rangell Bay. At half
past eight J ens had harnessed up, and we started along the 
ice-foot until we struck the dry water-course, and then turned 
up its bed toward the interior. We went throuah a narrow 
p~ss which ?pene_d into another broad valley sur~ounded by 
h~gh, frownmg 11111s. The sun shone out brightly at mid
mght, and the temperature was pleasant for travelling. 

"Travelling along next morning, we fell in with a herd of 
musk-oxen. They were very wild, and, apparently taking 
our dogs for wolves, they galloped off at great speed. As 
we advanced, we found the water-course and openings ali 
trending to the interior and no outlet toward the shore. Our 
backs were toward the coast, and as yet we could see no 
opening toward W rangell Bay valley. After travellina about 
nine hours we halted, left Jens with the dogs, and "walked 
ahead sorne distance to reach an elevation for a better view. 
Finding no encouragement to advance, we carne back to the 
sledge ~ired and footsore, and turned in the sleeping-bags, 
over wh1ch the amorous dogs made !ove and fouaht ali night, 
making sleep impossible, although the temp~rature was 
pleasant-only 61/z O below zero. W e started back to Lin
coln Bay in the morning, so as to follow the coast line from 
there home. In passing the place where the musk-oxen were 
seen, I noticed that the vegetation was quite abundant for 
that region. There was considerable tuft grass, and from 
what could be seen I am convinced that the musk-oxen had 
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not migrated, but wintered here. There was much snow re
moved, as if in grazing. W e arrived at Lincoln Bay on the 
29th, where we fed the dogs for only the second time in five 
clays. In the evening of the same date we were again on the 
way home, following along the· coast line. We <lid not find 
the ice disturbed at any place after leaving Black Cape. As 
we anticipated, the disruption was at the northern entrance 
of Robeson Channel, and bordering on the Polar Sea. The 
ice in the straits remained intact, because more landlocked, 
held between the two shores. On May rst we were at depot 
B, near Cape Beechey, and were able to learn something of 
the movements of the other party by the notes left in the 
record-book by the travellers passing through. 

" N ext day, after six hours' pleasant travelling over the 
wel_l-beaten track between depot B and Fort Conger, we 
arnved at the latter place. As we neared the station, on 
which the sun was shinina briahtly, with the Stars and Stripes 

. 1 " " wavmg gay y over it, we considered it very cheerful in ap-
pearance, and contrasting favorably with its desolate look 
~vhen last we sa~ it. In fact, the old station always looks 
111v1tmg to returnmg travellers, althouah, as a human habita
tion, it may not be either elegant or co~nrnodious. W e found 
the 9uarters alrnost deserted. The Greenland party was still 
out m the field, and the cornmanding officer, with a party of 
three, had started a week before for the interior. Of the 
officers, o_nly Lieutenant Kislingbury was at the station, Israel 
and Gardmer of th_e _observers, and five of the working party. 
A breakfast of del1c1óus musk-ox steak, washed clown with a 
bottle of wine, made us feel at home again. Vl e could not 
have procured the same viands in civilization that morning
our appearance was too much against us. W e should have 
passed for tramps. With noses and cheeks scarified and 
peeled by the frost, eyes red and swollen with incipient snow
blindness, }1air unkempt, and beards half grown and bleached 
nearly wl11te, we were not lovely to look upon. Looking 
over the records of the temperature at the station during our 
absence, we found that the maximum for March was -8.o · 

. . ' mm1mum, -46.6, and mean, -29.9-not so cold as was ob-
served in t]1e field. The n:iean temperature for April was 
-8.6; max1mum, + I 3.9; mmunum, -42.r. Mercury froze 
for the last time on April 3d, and rose above zero for the first 
time on April 8th, rnaking 160 consecutive days during which 
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the temperature was below zero. The weather at Fort Con
ger was now beautiful, and the dogs lay basking in the sun, 
enjoying their well-deserved rest. The travellers were also 
enjoying the change of life which returned sledgers only can 
appreciate. Never <lid our beds seem softer, our fare so ex
cellent, or a bath so welcome." 

The most important of the undertakings by exploring 
parties from Lady Franklin Bay was the journey of Lieuten
ant Lockwood to the north, along the coast of Greenland. In 
it he attained at Lockwood Island the highest point of the 
globe yet reached by foot of man, and looked off on the 
frozen ocean beyond for sorne twenty-five or thirty miles 
more. No land was visible to the north or northwest, but to 
the northeast could be descried a cape jutting out from the 
coast, which will probably prove to be the northernmost point 
of Greenland. The expedition, after incredible hardships, 
returned to Fort Conger on June 1st, 1883, after an absence 
of two months. The North Greenland sledging party, as it 
was called, were only turned back from proceeding farthér 
by the drifting ice of the Polar Ocean, after they had narrowly 
escaped being carried out to sea. An account of their adven
tures and discoveries is given by Sergeant Rice in his inter
esting diary. The writer says he is indebted to Sergeant 
Brainard, who accompanied Lieutenant Lockwood, for most 
of his information, which Sergeant Brainard's- admirably kept 
sledge journal amply afforded. "In fact," says Sergeant 
Rice, "the record of many intelligent observations and inter
esting details are lost siiht of in this account, in which I con
fine myself to a record of the principal features of their expe
rience and a comprehensive connection of the same. To do 
this, I have taken notes from the sledge-journal, and have 
been assisted by the gossip of the sledgers, with which the 
quarters were of course rife after their return." The narra
tive is here given in Sergeant Rice's own language, than 
which none could be more appropriate: 

"On April 3d the main party, bound for North Greenland, 
left the station. They pulled out of Shift Rudder Bay on the 
evening of the 5th, intending to travel by night and sleep 
during the warmest part of the <lay. The outfit consisted of 
one dog-sledge, with team and driver (Fred), and four Hud
son Bay sledges (toboggans). To the former Lieutenant 
Lockwood and Sergeant Jewell were attached, while the 
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rludson Bay sledges were manned by Brainard, Ralston, 
Saler, Biederbeck, Elison, F redericks, Henry, Whistler, Lynn, 
and Connell. Two of the sledges were pulled by three men 
each, and two were drawn by two men each. The party 
followed the northern Bend of Shift Rudder Bay until Cape 
Beechey was reached, after which they struck across for the 
Greenland shore. At the end of the first march they went 
into camp on the ice, erecting their tents. This day's halt 
was hardly a rest, for they found their sleeping-bags frozen 
into the semblance of sheet-iron casings. Only by gradually 
introducing their bodies to thaw out the bags by degrees 
could they envelop themselves. Their position on the ice a 
few miles from shore was very exposed and unsheltered. 
The temperature was -47 degrees. Sleep was an impossi
bility to most of the travellers. Morning brought its changes. 
Henry, afflicted with rheumatic pains, was compelled to re
turn home, and Connell, with a frozen foot, was carried in 
the dog-sledge to the shore to follow him, The main party 
kept on across the straits, J ewell taking the place of one of 
the men who had returned, and the place of the other being 
supplied by 'doubling up.' 

"April 7th.-They are still toiling over the rough highway 
of the straits, the travelling at most times execrable. Strug
gling through places where the ice was of the worst descrip
tion, where their sledges were continually beincr overturned, 
alternating with patches of deep snow, they fou ~d themselves 
on a paleocrystic floe, where the conditions for travelling were 
much more favorable. Here they again camped. The wind 
was blowing violently; temperature -29. Cookincr under the 
circumstances was very difficult, as the small te;t, violently 
agitated by the wind, precipitated a r.onstant fall of the rime 
that was condensing on its sides and roof, damping the spirit 
lamp and the spirits of the cook, The inmates of the sleep
ing-bags were not exempt from the inconvenience of the min
iature snowstorm, for it showered upan every barefaced ex
posure and insinuated itself in the mouths of the bags. At 9 
P. M. the party is again under way. A snowstorm coming on 
during the night had so increased as to force them into camp 
at 2 A.M. of the 8th, before completing the allotted number of 
travelling hours. Biederbeck and Saler, drawing a toboggan, 
became detached from the main body, and attempting to fol
low the tracks of the dog sledge lost sight of their compan• 
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ions. The storm coming on with blinding drift hid them from 
their surroundings. The main party camping, Brainard 
started to look them up. 

"They were soon found on the same floe with the encamp
ment. Brainard's arrival was most opportune. They were 
making preparations to pass the day as best they could. A 
hole was already burrowed in a snowbank which, with a rub
ber blanket held at their backs, was their sole protection 
against the storm. The waifs were soon guided to their 
companions. :fhe storm increased so that Lynn's tent, only 
ten yards away, could not be seen f~om the other tent. ~he 
temperature in the tent was -9 wh1le the meals were bemg 
cooked. Ali day the storm raged, at times the wind blowing 
at the rate of sixty miles an hour. On the 9th the party are 
still stormstayed, and their misery must be imagined. The 
drifting snow had so pressed in the sides of the tents that the 
travellers were curtailed of the small space which their cover
ing generally afforded them. The wind appeared to be from 
the southwest. Later it veered, and at 8 P.M. had sufficiently 
moderated to admit of a start being made. The temperature 
had risen and stood at zero. This was the first night of the 
season on which the travellers saw the sun above the hori
zon at midnight. They reach Cape Sumner on the roth, and 
halt at the boat cam p. . 

"This is the camp occupied by the party from the Polans 
who attempted to get north by boat. Their abandon:d boats 
and tent still remain as left when the attempt was g1ven up. 
Our party found the location a very uncomfortable place. At 
7 A. M. their tents were erected, but were soon after blown 
clown and the ridge pole of one broken. Th_eir shelters w~re 
again raised, and the sides of the canva~ we1ghed 1own w1th 
provisions. At 5 r. M. the tent occup1ed by Bramard and 
his companions was again blown clown. They began to 
make an excavation in the snow, but it was six hours before 
it was suitable for occupancy. In the confusion attending the 
collapse of the tent the allowance of alcohol fue! for cooking 
the evenino- mea! was spilled, so the cold travellers went sup
perless to "hed-or to bag. At a quarter to 10 r. M. Lieu
tenant Lockwood arrived with the dog team. He had sep
arated from his party on the first morning of the storm, and 
had been snowed up for two days. 

"April uth.-The party occupied three tents, Lieutenant 
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Lockwood, Jewell and Esquimau Fred in one and the main 
party occupying the two Iarger ones. During the time Ser
geant Brainard ª°:ª. his t~nt ma_tes w_ere unhoused, although 
sincerely sympath1zmg w1th thetr ne1ghbors, Sergeant Lynn 
and his companions did not refrain from sorne badinage at 
their expense. An old proverb was aptly illustrated, how
ever, when this morning their canvas was lifted bodily from 
its fastenings and carried sorne dista~ce, le~ving t~e aston
ished occupants completely exposed m the1r sleepmg-bags. 
It was now their tura to dig in the snow for .severa! hours. 
Life in these dug-outs in the snow was almost the acme of 
misery. The atmosphere soon became unwholesome, breath
ing was difficult and matches would hardly bum, so com
pletely was the air mephitized. Th~ sleeping-bags w~re d~mp 
from the melting of the snow wh1ch had been dnven mto 
them. One of the men fainted and another was suffering 
very much from the effects of the cold, and most of the party 
were afflicted with frozen or burned fingers. The outlook on 
the mornino- of April 12th was not very encouraging for the 
success of tl1e party. The weather had indeed improved, and 
they were enjoying the pleasant temperature of only -3, but 
they found that their Hudson Bay sledges were about 
played out. They were totally unfit for such work. The 
tents were used up, and the sleeping-bags uninhabitable in 
the condition they were. Two of the men-Whistler and 
Biederbeck-were sent back home because of their illness. 
On this day the party go clown the coast to Gap Valley for 
the cache placed there by Dr. Pavey in March, and return to 
the boat camp after seventeen hours' continuous work. 

"The 13th gave the travellers very pleasant temperature, 
and the sleeping-bags were exposed to the sun to evaporate 
some of the moisture. One of the Polaris' boats was righted 
and placed in a position to contain the provisions to be left 
for use when returning. In the afternoon Lieutenant Lock
wood started back to the home stativn with dog team and 
driver to procure a new sledge runner. Main party under 
Sergeant Brainard go to Cape Sumner, south, for the prov!
sions there ; camping-place still at boat camp. By Apnl 
14th the tents have been repaired and are again occupied, but · 
also again thrown clown by the gusts of wind which appear to 
have been inseparable from this locality. The sudden gusts 
oí wind would draw down the rocky declivities, detaching 
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stones and masses of snow in such a manner as to raise their 
apprehensions of even greater misfortunes than the discom
fort the cold wind caused them. Brainard notes an especially 
remarkable sight he witnessed when a large body of snow, 
starting from a high elevation among the rugged cliffs, carne 
pouring clown like a cataract of foam. lt was a perfect snow 
cascade, leaping from rock to rock like a mountain stream. 
Next day is spent at the boat camp making preparations for 
starting north from this point. 

"Lieutenant Lockwood returns from Fort Conger and brings 
sorne small articles of clothing and letters from their com
rades. The latter were very welcome, and served to amuse 
and interest the unhappy travellers more than one who has 
not been similarly situated can understand. On the 16th the 
wind is strong. The Hudson Bay sledges are repaired; 
one completely worn out is abandoned. This increased the 
weight on the others, so that the weight on one sledge was 
at least two hundred and twenty pounds to a man. At 
twenty-four minutes past JO P. M. the party have pulled out 
from the boat camp and are plodding across Newman Bay, 
headed for the 'Gap Valley '-not 'Gap,' which is south of 
them. April 1 7th finds them in the 'Gorge,' which they en
tered from the Newman Bay side and by which they intended 
to travel overland so as to cut short the projection of land at 
Cape Brevoort. Temperature at midnight is --9, light snow 
falling and the sun above the horizon. The 18th was a very 
trying day, and every one was completely exhausted after the 
march, which was attended with worse travelling than they had 
yet encountered. The snow was lying deep, and over it 
there was formed a crust just strong enough not to bear. 
Through this the feet and sledges broke at every step. 

"April 19th.-The travellers are still tramping overland to
ward Repulse Harbor. The Hudson Bays are manned for 
thirteen consecutive hours. lt is a significant fact that the 
dog sledge could travel over the same ground in four hours. 
On the 20th only about four miles were made. The travel
ling in the valleys, the coast not yet reached, presented a new 
feature on the 21 st. The deep snow was succeeded by 
patches of bare ground and grave! beds over which the 
sledges could only be dragged by standing pulls. The fol
lowing day they enter Repulse Harbor by the valley through 
which the watercourse empties, and grope their way clown the 
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dry gorge to the hay with little knowledge of their where
abouts or surroundings. 

"They stumbled blindly on until the nature of the travellincr 
indicated that they were once more on the coast or an ar~ 
of the sea. The storm forced the party into camp. To go 
into camp does not, however, always secure rest or comfort 
to the Arctic sledger. Our little band were busily occupied 
for two hours before their tents were sufficiently secured to 
insure their not being carried away by the storm. Then the 
trials of the cook-a miniature snowfall showerino- on his 
head, clown his back and over h1s lamp and uten~ils, and 
these latter burning the hands whenever they are touched, 
until the sputtering lamp raises them to a higher temperature. 
I cannot do better than transcribe from Brainard's journal 
an entry made on this occasion : 'Shorty ' is cook. After 
the tent is closed up he finds that the fue! (alcohol) is outside 
under a huge snow-drift, which covered the side of the tent 
and completely closed the entrance, making it necessary for 
him to tunnel his way through to the outside. Here new 
obstacles intervened: the alcohol is four feet under the snow 
and the shovels ali covered up. But he manfully digs away 
with his hands, occasionally stopping to utter anathemas on 
Arctic work generally.'" 

On April 24th the travellers are winding their way along 
the shore to the northward, with Repulse Harbor behind 
them. On the 25th Fred, the dog driver, is sick and unable 
to take his accustomed place behind the traces. He guides 
the dogs by wielding the whip from the top of the load, on 
which he has been placed. The party is near Cape Stanton. 
The travellers encamped to-day on a more northerly point on 
the coast of Greenland than had ever before been attained 
by Americans. They were enjoying fine weather, the indirect 
effects of which are indicated by a humorous allusion in Brain
ard's diary to Fredericks' proficiency in snoring. I do not 
think the circumstance would have been noticed at any pre
vious stage of the journey. 

On April 26th the cache of provisions left by Lieutenant 
Beaumont is discovered and found to contain forty rations in 
good condition. The red heart rum was especially well pre
served. The travelling was good and the prospects bright
ening. I find Brainard extolling in an unqualified manner 
the maps of the coast as laid clown by the British expedition. 

25-N. P. 
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April 27th.-Skirting along the coast the party passed 
Hand and Frankfield Bays. Cape Bryant, their next objec
tive point, stands out bold and inviting, apparently but a short 
distance ahead. A cynic would say, however, had he ever 
travelled in the Arctic, that with the exception of a woman 
nothing is so deceivino- as an Arctic landscape. Here dis
tances cannot be very correctly estimated by the eye. Our 
traveller:, stepped out hopefully, but hour after hour they 
plodded on without perceptibly diminishing the distance. 
Quite tired out, the camp is _at last reache_d. The t~mpera
ture is -15. The indefat1gable Fredencks, affect1onately 
called "Shorty" by his comrades, freezes his fingers while 
lashing up the broken ridge-pole of the tent. The outlook 
of the party was now becoming very encouraging, about 
twenty-five miles having been made in the last two days and 
the travelling ahead apparently very good. To the north
ward Cape May and other prominent poi~ts presented a fi~e 
view. This <lay a small covey of ptarm1gan were fallen m 
with and Esquimau Fred killed five. The 28th was passed 
as a <lay of rest, preparatory to the final dash of the advance 
party and the return of the supporters. The clear weather 
afforded the party a fine view of Cape Britannia and St. An
drew's Bay, from which latter place the English party were 
forced to return. 

April 29th the party separated, Lynn, J ewell, Ralston, Eli
son, Fredericks and Saler starting back for Boat Camp, and 
Lieutenant Lockwood, Brainard and Esquimau Fred con
tinuing on to the north. With the supporting p_arty we have 
now nothing to do. They had performed the1r wor½ well 
and faithfully through the worst, and deserve the h1ghest 
credit for it. 

W e will now follow the fortunes of Lieutenant Lockwood 
and his companions. After the good-byes and handshaki?gs 
were over-good-byes that in this case had the appropnate 
accompaniment of tears from at least three of the party who 
were greatly affected with snowblindness -the do~s were 
directed across St. George's Fiord. They had rat1ons for 
dogs and men for twenty-five days, which, with m~derate 
good fortune, should enable them to tr~ce a gr~at d1stance 
of coast line and place them at a far h1gher pomt than had 
ever been attained on the Greenland continent. The party 
camped at one A, M,, dogs very tired, Brainard is suffering 
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from snow-blindness and essays to find relief by poulticing his 
eyes with tea lea ves. Snow laid so heavy that two loads were 
made and ground travelled over twice. May Day und<;r s_uch 
circumstances ! The weather is very warm and at m1d01ght 
the temperature is -27 degrees, accompanied by wind. This 
was the first occasion on which the temperature was at the 
freezing point of water in the tent since they started out. 
The snow becoming worse a~ they kept in the ~ay, ~ie~tenant 
Lockwood decides to head d1rectly for Cape Bntanma mstead 
of Cape May, as at first intended. Lines of ice hummocks 
skirted the fiord at intervals. 

On May 3d, when near Cape May, Lieutenant Beaumont's 
farthest, they found that a tidal crack of co~siderable extent 
had opened up. This offered an opportum~y for deep sea 
sounding, of which the travellers at once ava1led themselve_s. 
Four hundred and twenty-four feet of line, 240 of sealskm 
lashing and sorne rope-in ali 820 feet-was lowered with 
the lead. No bottom. The whip was then added, but the 
weiaht failed to reach soundings. In pulling up the line it 
parted and ali ·except the whip and seventy feet of rope was 
lost. On May 4th our travellers are nearing Cape Britannia, 
their Ultima Thule heretofore. They have already passed 
Lieutenant Beaumont's farthest. At seven P.M. Cape Britan
nia is reached, and the American flag enthusiastically raised 
over land never before trodden by man. Lieutenant Lock
wood now made his first observations for latitude and longi
tude, and found, as near as he could compute it, that the 
position given to that point by the Nares map was correct, 
although the expedition did not reach the place. The travel
lers ascended the cape, which they found to be about 2,700 
feet hio-h, and affording a fine view, Britannia appeared to 
be an i~land, and was not the termination of Greenland, for 
they could see unknown land extending to the northeast. 
Lieutenant Lockwood, inspired with an explorer's ardor, indi
cated to the driver, F red, a prominent point on the new land 
to the north, and promised him a reward of 100 kriins-cur
rency with which F red was familiar-if he succeeded in get
ting his dogs that far. 

After leaving Cape Britannia the travelling was good. On 
the 5th the party heard the grinding of the ice in the distance. 
While lashing the sledge F re~ told Brainard he thou_ght the 
ice outside was moving. A t1dal crack 100 yards w1de was 
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seen. They travelled inside of this over the embayed or 
land-locked ice, which <lid not appear to have been broken 

for many years. May 6th the 
dogs were so ravenous that 
they actually chewed up the 
wooden casing of the ther
mometer. This was showing 
almost as much contempt for 
science as <lid "King," of our 
team, when he appeared to 
mistake one of those ordi
nary thermal instruments for 
a hygrometer. Temperature, 
+6. 

;_._. ,. 
,,.,;' 

.;;·· · . 

- ., 
l~f •i' 

Our travellers were now en-, ■·1•,s·, _ joy!ng the satis_faction of fol
lli, . lowmg a coast lme never be

"' fore seen. N ew points were 
reached from time to time. 

• The coast was formed of a 
rapid succession of projections 
and capes, with inlets and bays 
of more or less depth interven-

LIEUTENANT JAs. B. wcKwooo. ing. A prominent point, which 
they called Black Cape, was 

passed this <lay, and they camped on the morning of the 7th 
ata smaller point a little farther on, which was dubbed Rab
bit Point, because of the killing of a hare as they were going 
into camp. Animal life <lid not appear less abundant here 
than farther south. Traces of musk oxeo, not fresh, and 
two ptarmigan were seen. On the 8th the little party passed 
the mouth of another fiord and arrived at Distant Cape. 

[These names are descriptive, being sorne suggestive titles 
which have since, in the projection of the map, been supple
mented by a more lasting appellation which I shall add, paren
thetically, to the former.J 

W e will not follow the explorers closely at this part of their 
journey, but state that from the 8th to the 13th of May they 
continued to advance along this new coast line, reaching new 
points at every march and sometimes passing severa! in one 
<lay. Dome Cape (Cape Nijkander), then Cape Mohn, were 
passed-the last mentioned is in latitude 83 deg. 10 min. 

WCKWOOD'S JOURNEY. 

They then crossed a large fiord (Meiggs) and reached Cape 
Storm (Hoffmeyer). The coast line trended to the northeast 
ª?d each cape, u~til passed, completely hid the next from 
v1ew. The travelhng was very good; their load was decreas
ing at every march and rapid progress was being made each 
<lay. From Sho_e Island (Mary Murray Island) they started 
on the 13th, and m one long march-Shoe Island is in latitude 
83 deg. 19 min., longitude 42 deg. 21 min.-passed "Wild 
Fio~?•" Hu~mock C~pe (C~pe R. I. Dodge), Weyprecht In
let, Pyram1d Island (Bramard Island), and reached their 
farthest at twenty-five minutes to twelve P. M. of the same date. 
)t was s?owing hard at the time and a strong wind was blow
mg. L1eutenant Lock:Vood here decided to proceed no 
farther, ~ut, after stoppmg long enough to take a series of 
~bservat10ns to determine his position, to start on the return 
J?urney. The I?arty had made six marches from Cape Britan
ma. It was th1rteen ~ays since they had left Cape Bryant, 
and as they were prov1s1oned from the latter point with only 
twenty-five days' rations, half or more was already consumed. 
At 10 A.M., May 14th, the storm ceased and the observations 
were taken, after which a cairn was built and sorne specimens 
of_ the vege~tion, chiefly lichens, and rock collected. To ob
tam observat10ns for equal altitudes it was necessary to remain 
over till the next day, the 15th. 

After taking said observations Lieutenant Lockwood and 
Sergeant Brainard ascended the highest elevation on the cape 
the~ had reached ~o obtain a view to the northward. They 
attamed an elevat10n of 2,6oo to 3,000 feet in height, . and 
could see to the nor!heast, distant about eight miles, another 
cape (Kane)._ The mtervening fiord (Conger lnlet) appeared 
to connec_t w1th the one to t~e south of them (Weyprecht), 
thus makmg of the land on wh1ch they stood an island. Back 
to the eastward of t~em .ª mountain (Mount Howgate) about 
four thousand feet h1gh mtercepted the view. Farther to the 
northeast, beyond Cape Ka~e, could be seen another point 
of la~d. lt appeared to be d1stant about fifteen miles. This 
has smce_ been named Cape Robert_ Lincoln, and the opening, 
between. 1t and Cape Kane, Hunt F1ord. The explorers could 
see_ nothmg more to the northward of this last point. The 
~onrnn was hazy in that direction, and they are unable to say 
1f the low blue streak they saw in the distance was land or 
only sorne atmospheric phenomenon. They incline, I believe, 
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to the latter opinion-probably a low cirros cloud or the 
evaporation from a tidal crack. Should it be land it appears 
to have taken a direction more directly north than the coast 
they had discovered. Out upon the Polar Ocean to the north 
their view was more extended, including, so they think, a 
range of sixty miles. The ice was of a very rough, forbidding 
character, offering no chance for travelling, and no land could 
be seen. Looking eastward into the interior nothing met the 
eve but a confused mass of snow-capped mountain peaks and 
h;lls, the coast badly broken up by fiords. 

They now descended to the tent and packed up, after which 
the dogs were turned homeward. The travellers were now 
indeed glad to think that every step placed them nearer home, 
albeit that home was only a rude habitation on the shores 
of Grinnell Land. A rough reduction of his observations 
sh01v°ed Lieutenant Lockwood that he and his companions 
had reached the highest point on our globe yet attained. The 
observations have since been carefully computed by Israel, 
our astronomer, and place the "farthest" at latitude 83 deg. 
24 min. north, longitude 40 deg. 46 min. west. It is interest
ing to know that at this northern point of Greenland traces 
of animal life were as frequently met with as at any other 
part of the coast. Tracks of foxes, hares, lemmings and 
ptarmigan were noticed. The question of whether this_ coast 
still furnishes a route much nearer the Pole or ends m the 
nod1ern extremity of the continent of Greenland ata point 
not far from that reached by this expedition, still remains un
settled to vex the enterprising spirits of those who cannot 
rest until their feet have been placed on the northern axis of 
this globe. 

The return journey was monotonous and uneventful. The 
travelling was, of course, tiresome. The temperature had 
become long befare this very agreeable, but the unpleasant 
result was that the snow became much softened. On the 
21st of May our travellers had Cape Britannia again to the 
north of them. They found the tidal crack closed and ce
mented by ice which was strong enough to bear a man. On 
the 22d, travelling across St. George's fiord, many snow bun
tinrrs were seen and numerous fox tracks were observed. 
Th~re was a severe snow-storm hcre, so thick that a compass 
was in requisition ali the time. This storm wa~ preceded by 
a perihelion, which Brainard states exceeded m beauty any 
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of those phenomena which he had bef~re seen. It exhibited 
beautiful prismatic colors and fo'.med m contact arches and 
concentric circles. On the mornmg of the 24th Cape Bryant 
was reached, and the sledgers found their cache in good 
arder and were able to replenish their stock of provisions, 
which was so depleted that nothing remained on the sledge 
except four ounces of tea, half an ounce of onion powder and 
a handful of cracker dust. The dogs were almost starved; as 
will appear by the fact that they obtained access to a small 
quantity of shotgun ammunition and actually gnawed the c~rt
ridges-probably because of the grease on the wads-sendmg 
their teeth through the metal of at least a dozen of ~hem. At 
Cape Bryant soundings were taken through a t1dal crack 
about a quarter of a mile outside the cape, and the bottom 
found at 114 feet. They u sed the line left on the outward 
trip. At this time snow-blindness was making it very un
pleasant for the travellers. They left Cape Bryant on May 
26th and killed another ptarmigan on the way. Four miles 
south of the cape they found the cache of outfit discarded by 
Lieutenant Beaumont's party when an attempt was made t_o 
cross the straits. On the 27th our travellers changed the1r 
moccasins for sealskin boots, the snow being clamp enough 
to wet their feet. They are on the west side of Repulse Har
baron the 28th, and find another cache and record left by 
Lieutenant Beaumont. On May 29th they are at Boat Camp 
with the men who were awaiting their return, and the whole 
party cross the straits and arrive at the home station on June 
1st. Two or three of the party were suffering very much · 
from snow-blindness, and during the last march Ralston had 
to be Jed. 


